
The Real Macau 
Across the narrow strip of water, Mainland China is dissolving. Heat pulls vapour from 

the river and airborne droplets mix with minute particles of soot and dust until the umber 

sky is fused to umber water. Air thickens as the temperature goes up. An hour ago there 

was a two-humped bridge out there, suspended on shining cables, and I watched a steady 

dot, dot, dot of white vans cross over and move deeper into China. Now the bridge is 

gone. The cone-shaped hills are gone. The flat and fertile green between is gone. All that 

is visible now is the far shore where guard towers, strung out in even beats, mark the 

rumpled edge of the People’s Republic of China.  

 I am in Macau where the fresh waters of the Pearl River meet the salty South 

China Sea, and all is murky, mixed and muddled. I am in Macau, which is something 

called a SAR, and a SAR is a country yet not quite. This SAR includes the peninsula and 

the city and two islands, but those two—Taipa and Coloane—are really one, fused into a 

single body when dirt displaced the sea between.  

Macau is small and can be traversed on foot, end to end, in just a single morning. 

In 20 minutes I cross Taipa. I begin where darker scratches on the hazy China backdrop 

mark where fishermen in cone-shaped hats are fishing, while in the foreground scooters 

whine high-pitched past, swirling up and around and across the long long bridge to 

Macau peninsula. I walk the other way. 

I walk to where the sea once broke on Taipa’s southern shore. The shore is gone 

and Taipa ends where concrete rims what was a bay but now is just a pool of landlocked 

water, this much left behind when landfill pushed the rest far out to sea. Across that pool 

the land continues on in straight and man-made lines to where the shores of Coloane no 

longer are, yet Coloane begins. Between, on land that’s newly minted, rise colossi. Wind 
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winds past where gondoliers ply indoor waterways, and every hour of every day is dusk 

in St. Mark’s Square. Venice in Macau, right here in China. I hear a rhythmic boom. 

Piledrivers. The constant sound of what is coming soon: hotel rooms, casino floors, slot 

machines and miles and miles and miles and miles of shops all 

PradaGucciDunhillArmani.  

 But there, on Taipa’s edge where beachy breezes once blew, a row of mint-green 

houses still stand with windows arching wide and balconies to catch the salty air. They 

are charming. Built in 1921, they were the homes of wealthy Macanese and now stand, in 

perfect preservation, as museums. Listen very carefully and there, beneath the 

boomboomboom of now, you almost hear the music of their then. 

 Above the houses, a hill. Its sides are looped by ornate paths and gardens plucked 

and trimmed, swept and raked, fed and watered. Stairs lined by teardrop gardens, terraced 

one above the other, lead to where the statue of a poet stands, his hand, palm up and 

fingers lightly curled, outstretched. From the 16th century, Luis Vaz de Camoes looks 

down his poet’s nose at Taipa swirled and skirted all around beneath.  

 This is what he sees: The green of many trees, with canopies umbrella-like and 

layered. Apartment towers rising—solid clusters, white with scabby paint. A butter-

yellow church. The praying-mantis heads of high up lights bent over where a man jogs 

twice around the sports-field track in loafers and a coat, while just beyond the fence a 

group of others play croquet. There, where green is thickest, where you cannot see it from 

the hilltop, there is Taipa village. 

 The night before I ate in Taipa village, which was once a seaside village. Its 

streets are alley-narrow, and outside its shops are shrines with a melon or three oranges, 
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and sticks of incense burning. There, the bakeries are famous for their almond cookies, 

little pucks that melt into a sweetish paste to coat your tongue and draw all moisture from 

your mouth.  

The streets lead to and from the tiny village square, a stone-flagged space, a 

tavern on one side and a Taoist temple on the other. The tavern served Guinness as we sat 

on darkened benches while the television beamed the latest soccer game from Ireland. 

That night there was a theatre where people gathered while we ate. That theatre had 

sprung, in just one week, full-fledged with stage, proscenium, orchestral pit and all. It 

was built of bamboo poles crisscrossed, lashed tight with plastic strips and swathed, in 

case of rain, with plastic cloth. It held 300 seats and for four nights a Chinese opera was 

staged. When four were done it all came down. It vanished. The plastic cloth was rolled 

up tight, the binding strips were cut, the bamboo poles were stacked and taken all away 

and nothing—not a thing—was left to show where once, but very briefly, lived a Chinese 

opera hall.  

A bamboo broom rattles, and suddenly the air is filled with the smell of chili 

peppers and garlic thrown into hot oil. I am on a hilltop overlooking Taipa. Beside me the 

long dead poet is silent, but if he were alive he’d hear the boomboomboom brought 

faintly on a breeze that rushes up from where the sea has been displaced.  


